Selecting the Right Zephyr Edition

Real-Time Test Management

Find the Perfect Test Management Solution
for Your Unique Business Needs
Whether you’re upgrading from Excel or replacing an open source tool to an
underperforming legacy suite, Zephyr offers three comprehensive solutions that
adapt to fit your unique testing needs.
The right edition for your business depends on the size of your team, which test
management capabilities you need, and the level of customization and integration
you require. Best of all, you can choose the edition that best fits your business
needs today, with the confidence that comes from a seamless upgrade path,
allowing your Zephyr solution to easily grow with your business.

Zephyr Enterprise Edition v4.7
Zephyr Enterprise Edition is a real-time test management platform that manages
all aspects associated with software quality; integrates various test tools and
systems, offers global access, fosters collaboration and provides management
visibility. Zephyr Enterprise Edition is best suited for departments and enterprises
that have mature processes, run multiple projects in parallel with very structured
testing cycles, and a lot of automated and/or manual testing.
Zephyr Enterprise Edition has best-of-class integration with JIRA 5 and 6 either
Server, Data Center or JIRA Cloud. Now comes with new mobile test execution
client.

"Zephyr was straightforward
and while evaluating the
product, our users picked it
up quickly.
As an IT services company that
has to deal with major
deployments for our clients, it
was refreshing to use
something that was so quick
and easy to install. The metrics
and reporting saved us quite a
bit of admin work in compiling
reports and we experienced
productivity gains from our
day-to-day operations."

— Jitendra Degapudi,
Senior QA Lead,
Fujitsu Consulting

Zephyr for JIRA Server
Zephyr for JIRA Server is an add-on application that augments JIRA, providing
cost-effective, highly sophisticated test management capabilities right inside your
JIRA Server instance. As the only vertical test management application built
exclusively for the JIRA platform, Zephyr for JIRA Server completes end-to-end
issue tracking and test management inside JIRA by adding testing to the overall
planning, development, bug tracking and reporting process.
Together, Zephyr for JIRA Server and JIRA enable developers, testers and the
entire project team to be better prepared at every stage of the software
development lifecycle to design, plan, build and launch great software.

“We have 15,000+ test cases
that are run fairly often. Zephyr
(Enterprise Edition) makes it
easy to separate, prioritize and
assign them. We are able to
create and execute test cases
4x faster than using Testlink.”

Zephyr for JIRA Cloud
Zephyr for JIRA Cloud delivers your favorite test management add-on for JIRA in
the cloud. Teams that have standardized on the Atlassian Cloud solution can now
create, plan, and execute tests right inside of their JIRA instance. Together, Zephyr
for JIRA Cloud and JIRA Cloud enable developers, testers and the entire project
team to be better prepared at every stage of the software lifecycle to plan, build,
test and launch great software.

The Real-Time Test Management System. Sign Up Today!

— John Basanese,
Director of QA
Engineering,
Barnes & Noble
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Summary
integration with JIRA and Bugzilla
JIRA metrics in dashboards
supports JIRA On-Demand
create and execute test cases
assign tests for execution
launch external automation scripts
custom reporting
free web based dashboards
multiple project support
easy reuse of test cases with drag n drop
migration from HP Quality Center,
IBM Rational
option of On-Premise and SaaS deployments
Windows and Linux
fully documented API’s
mobile execution client















widgets in JIRA dashboards
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Integration with HipChat Cloud

*separate addon

Detailed Overview - JIRA Integration Capabilities
integration with JIRA
JIRA metrics in dashboards
supports JIRA On-Demand

“We picked what we thought
was the most mature product
of all those we had evaluated.
Zephyr offered the most
features and functionality that
were needed for our project
team. It is very easy to use and
straightforward.”









installs inside JIRA

— Jan Vriens,
Acerta test coordinator






End User activity
create and execute test cases
assign tests for execution
multiple execution assignments options
link to user stories, requirements
test organization, multi-tiered folder structure
















Reporting
automatically created and communicated
custom reporting
free web based dashboards
trend reporting
export to pdf, Word
export to excel
traceability report
confluence integration










The Real-Time Test Management System. Sign Up Today!
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Management
multiple project support
structured testing cycles
run manual and automated tests
manage releases and sprints
organize test repositories
plan and execute test cycles
test assignment









About Zephyr

API support
web service API’s
fully documented API’s
unlimited API calls
Integration with CI Tools (Jenkins & Bamboo)
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Management
migration from HP Quality Center,
IBM Rational
Saas
Windows
Linux
replaces legacy solutions
named user licenses
concurrent user licenses
upgrade to Zephyr Enterprise
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9000+ and Growing
FORTUNE 500

GLOBAL 2000

The Real-Time Test Management System. Sign Up Today!



Zephyr is a leading
provider of on-demand,
real-time enterprise test
management solutions,
offering innovative applications,
seamless integrations and
unparalleled, real-time visibility
into the quality and status of
software projects. Zephyr
products are the fastest
growing agile test
management products in the
world, with more than 9000
global customers in 100
countries. Their feature rich
products address today’s
dynamic and global needs
across a variety of industries
including finance, healthcare,
media, mobile, IT services,
and enterprise software.
Zephyr is headquartered in
Newark, CA with offices in
Europe and India.
For more information, please
visit www.getzephyr.com.
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